
With founding guitarist Don Wilson 
retired from the road – he plans to 

continue recording – guitarist Bob Spalding 
is now the senior troop in the Ventures, the 
iconic instrumental band that has been in 
existence for almost 60 years. 

Spalding’s recollections of the Ventures go 
back to the early ’60s.

“Being in a military family, I was living in 
Japan in 1962 and was lucky enough to see 
Don Wilson and Bob Bogle perform as a duo 
on their first trip to Japan, where they opened 
for Bobby Vee,” he recently told VG. “I later 
found out the touring budget didn’t allow an 
entire group to come. Don and Bob were great, 
and their performance heavily influenced me 
to become a guitarist.”

Spalding began recording with the Ventures 
in 1970, and assumed an on-call role in ’80; 
he’s since been, essentially, the “fifth Venture.”

“When they started to credit the musicians 
outside the group on recording projects, my 
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“The group wanted to produce an album 
of new Ventures original material along with 
creative interpretations of both classic and 
popular songs,” said Spalding. “The album 
was arranged and recorded in the spirit of The 
Ventures’ classic albums of the ’60s.”

Among the selections are covers of “Ain’t 
Misbehavin’,” a Chopin composition in F 
Minor, and a traditional eastern European 
folk song called “Dark Eyes.” There’s also a 
medley dedicated to Ventures guitarist Nokie 
Edwards, who died in March of ’18.

“The record company – with our agreement 
– thought a memorial to him on the new album 
would be appropriate,” Spalding recounted. 
“So it was somewhat at the last minute that 
we arranged the Nokie memorial medley. For 
me, it was important to pay respects to Nokie’s 
composition and arrangement talents.” 

Fender Jazzmasters are the primary guitars 
heard on Here We Go Again, along with a 
Danelectro six-string bass on various tracks. 
Spalding played an Aria Song Bird acoustic and 
a Washburn banjo on a cover of the Beatles 
“And I Love Her.” A Maharaja sitar played by 
guest artist Brian Haner appears on “Evening 
Shadows.”

Here We Go Again includes a second CD 
with an anthology of classic Ventures material 
featuring older and newer members.

“The record company always wants to 
include reissue tracks with every release,” 
Spalding noted. “Those had a mixture of the 
classic guys – Don, Bob, Nokie, and Gerry 
(McGee), with Leon and myself on various 
tracks.”

On the recent Japanese tour, the band 
utilized modern Mosrite-style Hallmark 
instruments. Spalding said they “...exceeded 
everyone’s expectations for sound, playability, 
and the look of the classic Mosrite style many 
fans associate with the Ventures. As the tour 
progressed, we used the guitars for the entire 
second set.”

Spalding also uses a signature Hallmark 
Fuzz Blender pedal, which has circuitry based 
on the iconic Mosrite Fuzzrite from the late 
’60s. The device was hand-built by former 
Mosrite employee Ed Sanner (VG, March ’14).

Spalding looks forward to ongoing success 
and making new music with the iconic band.

“We’ve been pleased with the response we’ve 
had in Japan and the U.S.,” Spalding said. 
“Longtime fans, as well as younger ones, are 
very excited about the Ventures continuing to 
perform, recording new product, and keeping 
the music alive. All of our shows in Japan have 
been warmly accepted and well-attended, with 
Ian and Luke having a tremendous positive 
impact.” – Willie G. Moseley 

name begin to appear on many of the albums,” 
Spalding said. “And I was always subbing for 
someone in the group who couldn’t make 
certain live performances – I did bass, lead, 
and rhythm work as needed. Subsequently, a 
fan in the U.K. dubbed me the ‘fifth Venture’ 
and it stuck.”

Second-generation musicians figure into 
the current Ventures; Leon Taylor has been 
the drummer since 1997, filling the slot left 
vacant by the passing of his father, Mel, in 
’96, while Spalding’s son, Ian, plays rhythm 
guitar/keyboards, and Luke Griffin plays bass 
and guitar. Ian Spalding has been recording 
with the band for seven years, Griffin for three.

“We’re touring again in the U.S.,” Bob 
Spalding said. “We’ve never stopped touring 
in Japan, and in fact recently completed a 
two-month/35-show tour there with our new 
lineup.”

The quartet recently released a new instru-
mental album, Here We Go Again. B
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Spalding with a 
Hallmark guitar on 
the Ventures’ 2018 

tour of Japan. 
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